An Enemy Called Average (Updated and Expanded)
John Mason 2015-05-22 This is the new, updated and expanded version of the national best-selling book, An Enemy Called Average, originally published in 1990. Stand Out - Don't Blend In! Within everyone is a desire to be fully who they were created to be. No one really wants to "just get by." Regardless of where you are in life, whether you have accomplished, is not finished with you yet! Divided into 52 "nuggets" of truth, An Enemy Called Average is a source of godly wisdom, scriptural motivation, and practical principles. The words of this book will stir up the gifts and dreams within you. Instead of digging through ten pages to find one good idea, you'll find ten good ideas on every page. Think about it... Your problem is your promotion. Worry is interest paid in advance on something you may never own. The faith to move mountains always carries a pick People are born original, but most die copy ideas go away, but direction stops. Stay every day and look at the size of John Mason wrote a very good book that I recommend you read: An Enemy Called Average. I learned from this book: Know your limits, then ignore them. The most unprofitable item ever manufactured is an excuse. Don't sit back and take what comes. Go after what you want! - (excerpt from her book, A Leader in the Making). - Joyce Meyer, Minister and Best-selling Author. "The originality and practicality of John Mason's words and wisdom is a proven commodity which makes every new book of his a celebrated event...Read and prepare!" - Jack Hayford, Founding Pastor of Church on the Way and Author Give An Enemy Called Average one year, just one nugget a week, and your life will never be the same. About the Author: John Mason is an internationally recognized best-selling author, speaker, minister and author coach. His books have sold over 1.5 million copies and have been translated into thirty-five languages. Five of his books have reached #1 on an Amazon-best-seller list.
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Know Your Limits - Then Ignore Them
John Mason 1999-08 Know Your Limits-Then Ignore Them Contains 101 “Nuggets of Truth” to help you break through barriers, reach new heights and live your dreams.
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Conquering an Enemy Called Average
John Mason 1996-11 Written to teach people to take the lid off of average lifestyles and live lives of excellence.
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Never Give Up—You’re Stronger Than You Think
John Mason 2017-04-18 Everything worth doing is going to have some obstacles. Some people look at setbacks as errors in diet, the fasting cure, food and poisons, work and play, and diseases and their cures.

Googly's Shorthand Reading Book - 1900 J.B. Gregor 1900 An Enemy Called Average
John Mason 1995-01-01
Who You Are When No One's Looking

Bill Hybels 2011

"When I listen to the evening news or read the morning paper these days my reaction is always the same: what's wrong in our world will not be set right until people who love God and who refuse to cave to these overwhelming challenges put the things they believe into action, things like courage and discipline and love." Bill Hybels Who You Are When No One's Looking has pointed the way to godly character for more than twenty years. Now Bill Hybels's essential book is completely revised and updated, featuring a new introduction, a new concluding chapter ("World-Change: When Character Counts Most") and a discussion guide for groups. Read this book to discover who God is calling you to be in the world around you.

Formatting Briefs in Word

John Milano 2011

Formatting Briefs in Word explains how to create all the elements of a legal brief in Microsoft Word. Written by a lawyer for lawyers, paralegals and law students, readers will find this book invaluable for creating the best formatted briefs possible. While good formatting will not save a terrible brief, it will enhance a good one; and a good brief can be destroyed by poor formatting. Every page of this book is devoted towards solving the problems of formatting briefs. Topics include how to set up Word for legal writing; font selection; page layout; formatting using styles; creating tables of contents and authorities; and creating cover pages. Conformance with court rules is stressed throughout. This is an intermediate to advanced book on Word. The reader is expected to know already Word basics. This book takes the reader to a higher skill level.

Heaven Rides

John Ericston 2014-07-02

HEAVEN RIDE is a techno-thriller about two loyal friends who unlock secrets of the human soul and invent a device that ejects the soul and long-term memory on its path to heaven, and then brings it back. The Pod enables them to build Heaven Ride into the most lucrative enterprise the world has ever known, until ruthless rivals embark on a campaign of deceit, treachery and betrayal to wrest it away for their own insidious plan. This quandary of science and morality may change the way you think about heaven and the afterlife. . . . FOREVER. . . .

Don't Die a Copy

Bill Hybels 2019-06-10

God can change things right now, right here where you are—no matter your current circumstances. Don't let missteps and disappointments of the past control and direct your future. This book encourages and equips you for a life well lived, starting today. Faith and hope await you on each page. 

Make the Best of the Rest

Bill Mcklirr 2019-06-10

Can change things right now, right here where you are—no matter your current circumstances. Don't let missteps and disappointments of the past control and direct your future. This book encourages and equips you for a life well lived, starting today. Faith and hope await you on each page.

Revelation

Phillip J. Sibilia 2018-09-03

This book is a study guide on Revelation designed for individual and group study.

Kingdom Life

Larry Barden 2009-03

There is life beyond church! The church in America is at one of the most critical junctures in history. For years she has been irrelevant, unimportant, and unnecessary to our culture. In attempting to counteract this, leaders in Christendom have changed the message, the style, and the label of the church experience to become more relevant, when in essence they have only created seeker-sensitive models that continue to be ineffective. The challenge lies within the model itself. In Kingdom Life you will discover: Why current church models are failing in America, why your church experience often leaves you empty inside, the true freedom and blessing that is found in the kingdom of God, how the kingdom model can genuinely change your life, how to restructure your current ministry model into one that expresses the kingdom. "Every believer can discover God's kingdom." John Mason, Best-selling Author of An Enemy Called Average "Transition from a traditional mind-set to a powerful kingdom paradigm." Barbara Wentroble, Author, and Founder of Breakthrough International Ministries "You will rejoice and weep as you read this book." Bobbie Jean Merck, Founder/President, A Great Love Ministries "Reset your course through Jesus' message on the kingdom."

Imitation is Limitation

John Mason 2004

Drawn from biblical principles, a motivational guide helps readers break the constraints of self-imposed limitations, as well as limitations imposed by others, to have a more rewarding relationship with God, helping them discover their true spiritual path in life. Original.

Why Ask why

John Mason 2000 National Best Selling Author and International Speaker poses Questions Everyone Needs to ask. Why Ask Why contains seventy thought-provoking questions to find answers to building a better life. To go where you want to be, you have to ask the right questions. Does the path you're on capture your heart? How old is your attitude? Do you quit after victory? If you find an excuse, do you pick it up? Are you having fun yet? Get caught dreaming, advises Mason. It's often a lack of imagination that keeps a person from his or her true potential. Learn the secrets all successful people know, the power of asking the right questions.

Don't Wait for Your Ship To Come In

John Mason 1994-01-19 Don't Wait for Your Ship To Come In...Swim Out to Meet It! Will challenge you to take an active role in your life, and stop watching from the sidelines. Compiled by John Mason, author of the best-selling books: An Enemy Called Average and You Were Born an Original, Don't Do A Copy. This inspiring and entertaining book offers readers a quick and ready source of powerful nuggets of truth to help you achieve all that God has planned for you.

Mind Games

Kayode Emworo 2017-08-17

Are you losing the battle with your own low self-esteem? Do you want to overcome anger control issues and self-control problems? Do you want to break free from the bondage of sexual immorality and the power of pride? In Mind Games, Kayode Emworo draws on the experiences of speaking to tens of thousands of people with self-doubt and negative thought questions to offer proven and powerful methods for using Christian guidance and scripture to overcome fear and regain self-confidence and self-control. Mind Games offers direction that anybody in any life situation can quickly and easily apply to gain victory over strongholds. You too can be transformed by the truth of Bible scripture resulting in freedom and victory for the child of God. In this book, you will learn the valuable instruction about:* How to recognize your Giants* Overcoming Fear: the number one tactic of the enemy* How to realize the purpose of fighting the giant* How to overcome the seed of Self-doubt associating you with your past* The secret of defeating the giant, thereby improving self-esteem for men and women* Discover God's true greatness and overcome strongholds in life. Grab a copy today!

The Amazing Book of No

M. K. Mathias 2014-05-05

The Amazing Book of No was just announced as a Winner of the 2015 Readers' Favorite Award for K-3rd grade readers. "The Amazing Book of No" is a deceptively simple story that will teach your 3-7 year old how to accept the word "no" when you say it, and why they shouldn't argue. The story is about two mums and their children. One mum says "no" all the time, while the other says "yes" to everything. It is cute and engaging all in one, and designed not to take up too much of a parents valuable time, with the idea being to try and imprint wholesome ideals while kids are young. Reading this just a few times to your boy or girl at bedtime will ensure you don't have any misunderstandings with your children about the word "NO" as they grow older. This really is: The Amazing Book of No!